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Great Lakes SEAL Enclosures

Good Bye Summer Edition

The most secure server Enclosures, built for organizations whose critically sensitive data cannot be compromised. Our SEAL line is more
than just a cabinet with hi-security door handles. Complete with identification and tracking systems, it is next-generation physical protection at the cabinet level. They are nearly impenetrable!
 Intelligent Access - RFID, biometric or pin-pad; integrates into existing security
 Secure Channels - protect cables running from handles to controller
 Multi-point Latching - prevents forced entry through the cabinet doors
 Secure Hinges - relocates the most exposed physical vulnerability
 Tamper Resistant Panels - internally secured and recessed to prevent unauthorized devices from entering the enclosure
 Security Covers - omits unneeded cable pass-throughs while maintaining the flexibility and security of laser-etched opening that are not exposed prior to installation
 Entirely Customizable

A Monthly Newsletter to Inform and Entertain Our Clients

Good Bye Summer

Get Ready for Fall

As summer winds down and leaves begin to change colors, it’s a reminder to
prepare your home for winter. Here are things you’ll want to take care of before
the first freeze.
 Winterize Your Garden - Getting your garden ready for the winter will
ensure a healthy garden in the spring. Clean up and prep your garden. Divide spring-blooming perennials before the first ground freeze. Doing this
before they flower allows them to devote more energy to putting down roots.
You’ll also want to plant your spring-blooming bulbs. They need 12-16 weeks
of temperatures that are 45 degrees or colder.
 Keep Leaves Raked - As leaves fall, rake them up regularly to keep
your lawn healthy. Be sure to keep them off the sidewalk and driveway as
wet leaves can create a slippery hazard.
 Turn Off Your Faucets - Shut down your outdoor faucets and store your
garden hoses in a frost-free place.
 Clean Your Chimney - Call a chimney sweep to clean your chimney. A
chimney sweep will ensure your chimney is free of creosote (a residue that
builds up in chimneys’ inner walls and causes fires), soot and other debris.

Sudoku Solution

Inside This Issue…

Mark Your Calendar… September 2-8 National
September 1 Bacon Day
September 7 Salami Day
September 14 Hug Your
Boss Day
September 18 National IT
Professionals Day
September 22 Ice Cream
Cone Day
September 26 National
Dumpling Day

Waffle Week
September 9-15 National
Assisted Living Week
September 17-23 Prostate
Cancer Awareness Week
Bourbon Heritage Month
Mold Awareness Month
National Honey Month
Wild Rice Month
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A New Addition

The end of another summer. I hope yours
was enjoyable and perhaps included a little
travel to someplace exciting.
My summer was relatively quiet and simple. Linda and I completed a number of
small projects around the house in preparation for placing our house on the market.
As much as I love my home, with our sons
all grown up and on their own, it is just too
big for the two of us. What’s more, I’m
finding that many of the tasks around the
house and yard are something I no longer
wish to do.
We did have a chance to travel to our
home in Stuart, FL for 10 days in August.
Florida in August, you say?
That is something I hear a lot. Most people don’t understand why we would want

to travel to someplace really hot in the
summer. Well, we’ve made a trip to our
southern home in August (along with other
months, too) something we do most years.
We enjoy it. It is quiet, there are no
crowds and it is very relaxing. And, yes, it
is hot. Most days during our visit last
month, temps reached about 92 degrees.
But, here is the irony. While we were in
Florida, the northeast was experiencing a
heat wave. Temps hit 100 and from what I
heard from friends and relatives, it was
pretty miserable. So, it was actually
“cooler” in Stuart than in CT! Go figure.
It’s now back to work and we have a few
new things for you comin’ down the road.
You could do me a big favor by taking a
look at, and responding to, the questions
I’ve asked in the box below. I’d like to get
your thoughts. Thanks and enjoy the fall.

Market Research Question
May I ask you a favor? Would you please answer these four questions
about the cellular coverage INSIDE your building, data center, etc.?
1) What is the quality of your cellular signal ? Great, spotty or non-existent.
2) Do you frequently drop calls while in the building?
3) Do you experience low internet speeds on your mobile devices?
4) If coverage is indeed poor, would your company or organization want to significantly improve the cell signal in your buildings with a relatively inexpensive, high quality, FCC approved solution (a solution even recommended by the major carriers)?
We are doing a little research into something new. I can’t tell you what it is just yet, but
your response will be very helpful. Please send a brief email to bob@revco-inc.com or
give me a call at 800-500-1346 with your answers. From all of the people who respond
with their answers, I’ll draw one name and send that person his/her choice of a nice gift.

Client Corner
This month I want to thank our newest client, Leandro Lopez, from The Mathworks in
Natick, MA.
Leandro needed to add two Vertiv ACS8048
console servers. He chose a model that included the built-in analog modem so he
could have dial-up access to provide network redundancy. Smart idea, Leandro.
Thank you for your order Leandro and welcome to the Revco family.
control-consoles.com

800-500-1346

Funny Stuff
Early one morning, a mother goes in to
wake up her son and says, ”Wake up, son.
It's time to go to school.”
Pulling the covers up over his head, the
son whines, “But why, Mom? I don't want
to go.”
The mother says, “Give me two good reasons why you don’t want to go.”
Thinking about it, the son says, “Well, the
kids hate me for one, and the teachers hate
me, too!”
“Oh, that's no reason not to go to school!
Come on now, get up and get ready,” says
the mother.
So the son says, “Okay, then give me two
reasons why I should go to school.”
The mother replies, “Well, for one, you're
52 years old. And for another, you're the
Principal!”

Something to Ponder...
“Don’t let the fear of the time it will take
to accomplish something stand in the way
of your doing it. The time will pass anyway; we might just as well put that passing time to the best possible use.”
-Earl Nightingale

Work Your Brain

It’s true. There are still people who
are not using zLock!

You’ve Got Questions…
I’ve Got Answers

This month I answer a question about the
unique feature on many Geist PDUs
called Visible Light Communication.
Q: What is Visible Light Communication
(VLC) and how does it work?
A: VLC is an embedded technology on all
Geist PDUs metered and above. Geist’s VLC
technology allows the PDU to encode and
transmit its power data via the LED display
which, in turn, is captured by the Geist App,
via a smartphone camera using optical character recognition. The invisible becomes visible by leveraging the capabilities of
smartphones without any additional management and security overheads associated with
using wireless standards
such as Wi-Fi or Bluetooth. In words, power
monitoring data is captured without having to
log in to the PDU via the
network, and can be
viewed, logged, uploaded to external software for monitoring, reporting and billing.

You can use VLC to improve data center workflows and efficiencies. For example, installers
can inspect the PDU’s condition without having to first configure the PDU or gain access
to the network. VLC also allows you to eliminate the traditional “pen and paper” reporting where a technician manually collect
and writes down power data. This information can be automatically collected and
transferred to a report thereby eliminating
the need for data entry and human error.
VLC can also be used to improve communication across departments especially between
groups with varying access credentials.

Eliminate all accidental and vibrational
power cord disconnects with the
zLock Universal Locking Power Cord.

It is important to note that VLC is not a replacement to networked PDU’s. By nature it
is a data gathering solution and cannot provide continuous feedback for real-time alarms
or alerts and the monitored activity of a given
PDU is only as recent as its last VLC scan.

Get a FREE, no-obligation sample so you
can see for yourself.
Email or call me today to get yours.
bob@revco-inc.com
easy-server-installations.com
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